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Veterinary Hematology Analyzer

from Sample draw to Results … …in just one minute!
The Exigo hematology analyzer family is for veterinary use only and has been specifically designed to analyze animal blood.

Robust and flexible systems with unique features like Micro Pipette Adapter - MPA, on-board reagents with clot prevention and maintenance-free for the user.

**Exigo**
- With the standard model in our Exigo family you get a reliable result on 17 parameters. The result will be displayed on a high quality 7” color touch screen in less than one minute after sample draw.
  - Screen: Color touch screen
  - Parameters: 17
  - Automatic cleaning: Yes
  - QC program: Yes
  - MPA: Yes
  - Built-in mixer: Yes
  - External barcode reader: Yes
  - Time to result: 1 minute
  - Number of reagents: 3

**Exigo eos**
- This model offers a 4-part differential of the white blood cells: LYM, MONO, NEUT and EOS. An extra reagent is added for specific measurement of eosinophil granulocytes.
  - Screen: Color touch screen
  - Parameters: 17 or 19
  - Automatic cleaning: Yes
  - QC program: Yes
  - MPA: Yes
  - Built-in mixer: Yes
  - External barcode reader: Yes
  - Time to result: 1 or 3 minutes
  - Number of reagents: 4
  * 4-part differential is not available for all profiles.

**Total Quality Concept**
With Exigo you get a system with Total Quality Concept (TQC). Development, production and quality assurance for the complete system (instrument, reagents and controls) from the same supplier, which will provide you with reliable and qualitative results.

**Ease of use**
Exigo is self-intuitive and easy to use with a graphical touch screen. The tabs, buttons and explanations are descriptive and clear. With the new Quick View you can, at a glance, see if results are within range - or use the traditional view with graphs, parameters and alerts.

**The i-button**
Instead of mysterious flags and strange error codes, Exigo will give hematological guidelines with clear recommended actions on pathological samples and useful system information messages.

**Advanced Diff**
A WBC differential from animal blood is one of the more difficult parameters to measure. Our solution to the problem is an advanced software with profiles for different species. Every profile uses a dynamic approach on how to analyze the sample for the most accurate result.

**Built-in Mixer**
Sample handling is very important for the quality of the result. Save bench space using the built-in mixer with a capacity of six tubes of various sizes.

**On-board reagents and clot prevention**
Reagents are conveniently stored in a rack next to the system. With the new built-in probe flush and addition of enzymatic cleaner, blood clot problems have been reduced to a fraction compared to veterinary analyzers without this functionality.

**12 different Species Profiles**
12 analysis profiles come pre-installed and new profiles can easily be added in the instrument.

**Hematology Guidance**
*4-part differential is not available for all profiles.

**Unique feature MPA:**
With Exigo small blood volume is no hurdle. With our patented MPA you get a reliable result from only 20 uL of blood within one minute.
- No vacuum tubes, no mixing time, no additional preparation - just a single drop of blood.